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GOOGLE BOOK SEARCH
IS NOT FAIR USE

Douglas Lichtman

In more than a decade of writing legal scholarship, I have never before been tempted to write a paper focusing exclusively on a single case. Yet the pending copyright litigation over Google Book Search has prompted me to break my own unwritten rule. The reason, quite simply, is the undeniable allure of the accused infringement. Most copyright cases have an entirely different aura, featuring accused infringers whose actions are plainly selfish in nature. But the Google Book Search project promises this amazing resource through which all of us would be able search the world’s books in much the same way that Google today allows us to search the Web. If courts and commentators can appropriately stand up for copyright even against such an alluring alleged infringer—if we can get the analysis right even when our first intuitions might be to ignore the law and simply cheer on Google in its widespread, unauthorized copying—then I think the copyright community will breathe a justified and important sigh of relief. After a decade where copyright law and its important role have been given short shrift in not only everyday life but also in much of the academic and legal commentary, the Google Book Search case stands simultaneously as both a chance and a challenge to finally and thoughtfully right the ship.

Google is in the process of creating an online search engine that allows users to search the full text of published books. To use the search engine, users enter a search term or phrase, and Google’s computers then look for books that might use the term or phrase and hence might be of interest. The books about which there is controversy are books that Google obtains from various libraries. The libraries allow Google to borrow books from their collections, scan those books into electronic form and ultimately include the resulting electronic information in whatever databases Google builds in order to run its search service. The libraries do not hold copyright in the books and thus the libraries themselves have no power (from a copyright perspective) to authorize Google’s use.

Google scans the books it borrows in their entirety, and Google stores all of that information in a way that allows Google to respond to any search query that might
be submitted in the future. Thus, presumably, Google saves all or most of the text of every book in some sort of database. Users of Google Book Search, however, do not see the full text of a book unless the relevant copyright holder has given permission. Instead, Google returns what it describes as “snippets,” which seem to be excerpts that run only a few sentences long and contain the desired search terms. These excerpts in theory show the user enough information that the user can evaluate whether a given book is indeed of interest. Google has proprietary software that is designed to ensure that users cannot see too many excerpts from the same book, for example through repeated searching.

Google has publicly committed to leave certain books out of its database, including thesauruses and anthologies of short poems. Google unilaterally decides which books to leave out, but the idea is to exclude books where most of the value of the book comes from having the ability to access a small relevant excerpt at the right time. Google has not published a list of the books excluded, nor has it made public the details of how it selects these titles. Google also allows copyright holders to “opt out” of the Google Book Search program. Specifically, a copyright holder can notify Google that it would prefer to have a specific work removed from the database. Google presumably complies with these requests.

There are a number of services that compete with the Google service. Amazon, for example, has implemented and announced a variety of search-inside-the-book programs, including a voluntary program through which copyright holders can allow would-be customers to “look inside” a book prior to buying it, and an announced program that would (among other things) allow users to electronically search participating books after they have purchased the relevant book in paper form. The book publisher HarperCollins is also experimenting with electronic delivery. And even Google itself has launched a competing service—one that waits for permission from copyright holders, but upon receiving permission reports back larger excerpts. Many other services and products are similarly either available today or in various stages of negotiation and development.

II. The Case

Litigation is already underway over the Google Book Search project. The result of that case will ultimately turn on the court’s interpretation of section 107 of the Copyright Act. Section 107 empowers a court to excuse, on public policy grounds, acts that would otherwise be deemed to impermissibly infringe a copyright holder's exclusive rights.
Courts are required to consider four specific statutory factors when evaluating a fair use claim; however, courts are empowered to go beyond those factors and engage in a broader public policy analysis as appropriate.⁴ In the end, the idea is for courts to excuse infringement in instances where a “rigid application of the copyright statute… would stifle the very creativity which that law is designed to foster.”⁵ The fair use doctrine is thus enormously flexible, and by necessity it vests considerable discretion in each court.

A common misconception is that the fair use doctrine excuses any infringing use that is socially valuable. That is a clear mistake. Princeton University Press v. Michigan Document Services provides a helpful example.⁶ The infringing products in that dispute were packets of photocopied materials. The packets were made up of excerpts from articles and books, those excerpts having been chosen by university professors for use in their specific university classes. The accused infringer was the copy center that duplicated the excerpts and ultimately sold those packets to students.

Clearly, the infringing products were socially attractive. They were products that facilitated classroom teaching, and they were produced at the direction of university faculty. Yet, the copy center that produced the packets was found guilty of copyright infringement and specifically had its fair use defense rejected.⁷

Why was the copy center denied the protection of the fair use doctrine? Because fair use is not an inquiry into whether the accused use is valuable. Instead, it is an inquiry into whether the owner of the infringed copyright should have influence over when and how the accused use takes place. To deny fair use in Michigan Document Services, then, was not to in any way speak ill of the infringing products at issue. Photocopied university materials are tremendously worthwhile products, and no one disputes that fact. To deny fair use was instead to decide that these beneficial but infringing products ought to fall under copyright holders’ sphere of influence, with the relevant copyright holders having the right to influence who produces the packets, under what terms and how much everyone profits from that interaction.⁸

Two intuitive considerations guided the court in Michigan Document Services and indeed more generally seem to helpfully frame fair use analysis. The first of these intuitive considerations is the degree to which a finding of fair use would undermine the incentives copyright law endeavors to create. Copyright law in general recognizes rights in authors in order to motivate authors to create, disseminate and in other ways develop their work.⁹ Fair use is unattractive to the extent that it interferes with that goal.
Put differently, the issue here is whether repeated findings of fair use in a category like the one at issue would over the long run reduce author motivation to do things like create their work, share their work publicly and search for new related projects. If so, fair use is on this ground unattractive, as it undermines the very incentives copyright law endeavors to create.

The second intuitive consideration relevant to fair use analysis is the degree to which uses like the one at issue could survive without the protection of fair use. In *Michigan Document Services*, for instance, there was little doubt that university reproduction would continue regardless of whether fair use was recognized. With fair use, reproduction would take place under the combined control of the copy center and faculty member. Without fair use, copyright holders would for the most part license this use, anxious to earn the additional royalties associated with classroom adoption and cognizant of the fact that a faculty member can always assign other reading if a given copyright holder asks for an unreasonable price or imposes unreasonable terms. Either way, then, course materials would be created.

Contrast that example with an example involving a classic fair use, parody. A parody is a work that borrows from some preexisting work in order to poke fun at or in other ways critically comment on the original. Copyright holders might refuse to authorize parodies in a world where permission is required. Parodies are thus an attractive candidate for fair use because fair use might be the only practical way to ensure that society gets them.

Return now to Google Book Search. To the extent that Google invokes fair use to defend the entire Google Book Search program, that defense in my view fails. A finding that Google Book Search is fair use would clearly hurt authors. For instance, Google’s scanning and storage activities expose authors to an increased risk that their works will leak out in pirated form. And Google’s project more generally undermines an author’s incentive to implement and profit from comparable or competing offerings. Moreover, a finding of fair use is not critical in terms of facilitating the creation of the book search engine, because a great deal of the project could be accomplished through negotiated, consensual transactions.

Were Google to concede infringement for many of the works at issue but invoke fair use only to more narrowly excuse its use of books in instances where the costs of identifying the relevant copyright holder is prohibitive, Google’s claim would be strong. It is enormously difficult to acquire permission with respect to books that
are significantly old, or books for which the current ownership of rights is hopelessly unclear. As applied to that narrow class, Google might be right that the only way to use those books is to invoke fair use.\(^{14}\) Google could also fairly point out that the harm to that subclass of authors is small, because authors who are so difficult to identify are likely also not authors who are actively profiting from or marketing their work. The main weakness with this argument is that Google in practice makes no effort to distinguish these “orphan” works from the many works for which permission would be practical. A court might require Google to undertake reasonable efforts along these lines as a condition of any fair use finding.

In summary, then, Google's fair use claim fails, in my view, because Google's legal argument and its actual practices both sweep too broadly. Google has a narrow but strong claim with respect to certain works that it includes in its search database. But that narrow claim does not immunize the project more generally.

### III. The Details

Fair use is an affirmative defense to a charge of copyright infringement. Its purpose is to “permit[ ] courts to avoid rigid application of the copyright statute when…it would stifle the very creativity which that law is designed to foster.”\(^{15}\) Fair use began as a flexible, judge-made doctrine. When federal copyright law was revised in 1976, however, fair use was codified in the statute at section 107. That codification was explicitly intended to re-state the then-existing law and not to expand or contract fair use in any way.\(^{16}\) Thus, even today, fair use retains the flexibility and comprehensiveness of an equitable doctrine.

The statutory provision that codifies fair use begins with a list of examples, stating specifically that “reproduction…for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research” is excused.\(^{17}\) The provision then goes on to identify four factors that must be considered when evaluating a claim of fair use. Those factors are:

- the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;
- the nature of the copyrighted work;
- the amount and实质性ity of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
- the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.\(^{18}\)
These factors are not exhaustive. Thus, courts can and do consider other factors when conducting a fair use inquiry, emphasizing facts that might not fit within the normal rubric but still seem important to understand the dispute at hand.\(^\text{19}\) Moreover, when considering the four explicit factors, courts do not merely count them up. Instead, courts combine these factors with other relevant information and conduct an appropriately flexible, case-specific policy analysis.\(^\text{20}\) “The ultimate test of fair use...is whether the copyright law's goal of promoting the Progress of Science and useful Arts would be better served by allowing the use than by preventing it.”\(^\text{21}\)

Courts typically organize their fair use analysis by first considering each of the statutory factors and then, as needed, turning to other considerations. I adopt that same framework here and discuss each of the four statutory factors, apply them to the facts at hand, and then consider issues that do not fit well under those four headings.

### III. A. The Purpose and Character of the Use

The first fair use factor is the purpose and character of the use. One issue typically raised with respect to this factor is whether the use is commercial. The intuition is that a profit-generating user can, and thus should, absorb the costs of complying with copyright law and compensating the original author.\(^\text{22}\)

There was a time when this consideration was significantly influential. In *Sony v. Universal City Studios*, for instance, the Supreme Court stated that "every commercial use of copyrighted material is presumptively an unfair exploitation of the monopoly privilege that belongs to the owner of the copyright."\(^\text{23}\) More recently, however, the Court has backed away from this strong stance, holding instead that “the commercial or nonprofit educational nature of a work is not conclusive" and is only one factor “to be weighed along with others in fair use decisions.”\(^\text{24}\)

The reason for this hesitation is simple: many commercial uses are at the same time strong candidates for fair use. Newspapers and television stations, for instance, are clearly for-profit entities engaged in for-profit uses. Yet, to the extent they commit copyright infringement, they typically do so in support of the news reporting and commentary functions that are explicitly endorsed in section 107.\(^\text{25}\) The fact that an entity has a profit motive, then, turns out to not be particularly helpful in terms of distinguishing attractive from unattractive fair use cases. At best, the commercial nature of a use serves as a weak signal that the infringer has resources that could be used to reward or empower the original copyright holder, and that a requirement to do so would not substantially reduce the availability of the work in question.
A second and more important issue considered as part of the first factor is the question of whether the accused use is “transformative” in nature. A use is transformative if it is substantially different from the original work in terms of its purpose, meaning, or effect.26 A transformative work does not merely supersede the original work. It is instead a work that has new features or brings new value.27

Whether a work is transformative is important for two reasons. First, all else held equal, a transformative work is less likely to hurt the original author. If an infringing work has the same purpose, meaning or effect as does the original work, the infringing work likely will displace sales of the original. If the infringing work is sharply different along these dimensions, by contrast, sales could remain intact.28

The second reason why it is important to consider whether a work is transformative is that a transformative work brings something valuable to society. The work is not merely redundant to that which society already had. It is new and has new meaning. The fact that a work is transformative, then, makes a finding of fair use marginally more attractive. Put differently, there is little reason to trump a copyright holder’s exclusive rights if the only payoff is that society would get another work that is largely indistinguishable from the original one. By contrast, if society is at least getting something sufficiently new, there might be a case for a fair use finding, because getting something new is itself an attractive outcome.29

Applying all this to the Google Book Search project, the commercial nature of the use is straightforward: Google clearly is a for-profit entity engaged in a profit-motivated use designed to promote Google’s long-run financial interest. Indeed, if Google were spending this much money and not anticipating an ultimate return on the investment, Google’s management team would likely be violating its fiduciary duty to Google’s stockholders. The fact that Google is not at the moment explicitly cashing in on the infringing product is of little importance. Clearly, over the long run, Google will monetize its new search engine, perhaps by introducing advertisements, or by demanding a royalty on downstream book sales, or by using this new search capability to further distinguish the Google family of products from rival products offered by firms like Microsoft and Yahoo.30

With respect to the transformative nature of the work, however, Google has a strong case that Google Book Search is transformative. The overall purpose of Google’s infringement is to create a new and useful tool for locating information. I do not think that tells us much about whether a finding of fair use hurts author incentives. But
it does tell us that there is at least something to be gained by a finding of fair use. Google would, if protected by fair use, put into the world a product that is both socially valuable and meaningfully distinct from the works that are being infringed. In my view, that suffices to establish that the use is transformative.31

The second explicit fair use factor is the nature of the copyrighted work in question. Under this factor, courts consider the creativity of the original work. If the original work falls into a highly creative category, such as fictional novels, fair use is deemed less compelling. If the original work falls on the less creative side of the spectrum, such as a biography, fair use is deemed more appropriate. The explanation is that “some works are closer to the core of intended copyright protection than others.”32 Put differently, on this view, copyright law is primarily concerned with the protection of creative, expressive work, and as a result fair use is less objectionable when it reduces the protection given to works that are not significantly creative or expressive.

A second consideration sometimes included in a discussion of this fair use factor is the question of whether the original work is sufficiently available to the public. A work that is out of print, for example, might on this argument be more vulnerable to a fair use defense.33 The intuition here is two-fold: first, fair use might be the only way to facilitate use of an otherwise unavailable work; and, second, a finding of fair use might not much undermine author incentives in a situation where the author has himself already stopped promoting or otherwise offering his work to potential licensees.

Application of this unavailability concern is complicated, however, and courts have varied in their approach. In Basic Books v. Kinko’s Graphics, the court noted that it might be more important to deny fair use as applied to out-of-print works because the royalties at issue in the litigation “may be the only income” the relevant authors will earn.34 In Princeton University Press v. Michigan Document Services and separately in American Geophysical Union v. Texaco, two courts recognized that, by denying fair use, copyright law can support the development of intermediaries like the Copyright Clearance Center that facilitate licensing and in that way make more work accessible.35 The influential Nimmer treatise, meanwhile, makes a related point: an out-of-print work will come back into print whenever demand is high enough and costs are low enough, but those conditions might “never arise if competitors may freely copy the out-of-print work.”36

Applying all this to Google Book Search produces a mixed result. Some of the

III. B. The Nature of the Copyrighted Work
infringement that takes place as part of the project would likely be favored under the second fair use factor, either because the books being infringed are more informational than creative, or because the books are out of print and/or otherwise inaccessible for licensing. However, to the extent that Google scans books that are largely creative, or to the extent that Google scans books that are in fact available for consensual licensing, the second fair use factor would likely favor the copyright holders.

Interestingly, note that Google does not separate books along these dimensions when it engages in its infringing activities. It could. Google’s partner libraries surely sort their collections in ways that distinguish novels from biographies. And it would be easy for Google to check, prior to scanning, whether a given book is in print or is otherwise available for licensing through its author, publisher, or a licensing intermediary. This failure on Google’s part might be deemed to forfeit Google’s otherwise legitimate claim to a partial victory under factor two.

The third explicit fair use factor is the amount and substantiality of the portion used. As a general rule, the more the infringer takes, the more this factor weighs against a finding of fair use. The intuition is the obvious one: the extent of the copying is a good proxy for the harm imposed on the copyright holder. If an infringer takes only a tiny segment of a copyrighted work, the odds are low that the taking will much undermine the author’s ability to exploit his own full contribution. If the infringer takes the bulk of the work, the opposite logic applies. In this sense, this third factor in some ways echoes the considerations raised under the first factor’s test for transformative use and the fourth factor’s test for the economic significance of the copying.

There are exceptions to the general rule stated above. For instance, copying a small amount from the original work might still be problematic under this factor if what was taken turns out to be “essentially the heart” of the work. Conversely, copying the entire work might not weigh against fair use in a case where the only way to accomplish the infringing use is to copy at that scale.

The Google Book Search project obviously involves the scanning of entire books, and thus to some degree the third factor will weigh against a finding of fair use. This is appropriate because it is the existence of these full copies that leads to one of the harms that most concerns copyright holders: full copies might accidentally leak out. That distinguishes the aforementioned cases where copying of the full work was excused. In those cases, full copies were made, but there was never much risk that those full
copies would fall into the hands of unrelated parties. Here, the risk is significantly more pronounced.

Pushing in the opposite direction, however, note that while a workable search engine could be built through a process that used less than the full text of the relevant books, the charm of the Google project is that its search engine can search any word or phrase in the book. That is what makes Google’s search index better than conventional alternatives. There are many indexes that sort books based on keywords or other organization themes that are chosen ahead of time by the organizing party. Google’s index is unique in that it allows the user to dynamically define the keywords that will then be used to retroactively sort the books. That feature could not be achieved without Google having access to the full text of the works.39

Putting all of that together, I doubt that the third factor should or will much move a court’s analysis one way or the other. As I suggest above, the third factor is largely redundant to the analysis conducted under the first and fourth statutory factors. I suspect that the third factor will, therefore, not be paid much attention. The other two are in this case much more helpful in terms of sharpening the core public policy issues at stake.

The fourth explicit factor listed in section 107 is the effect on the potential market for, or value of, the copyrighted work. This is relevant because a use that interferes with the value of the original work likely undermines the incentives that copyright law is designed to create in the first place. That is, the whole idea behind copyright law is to encourage authors to create, disseminate, and in other ways promote their work by promising authors certain exclusive rights. The more a fair use finding would reduce the value of those exclusive rights, the more disruptive that fair use is to the copyright system, and hence the less attractive the fair use defense.

When evaluating the fourth factor, courts consider *not only* the extent of market harm caused by the particular actions of the alleged infringer, but also whether unrestricted and widespread conduct of the sort engaged in by the defendant would result in a substantially adverse impact on the potential market for the original.40 That is, the fourth factor does not merely look to see whether this infringer would, through its actions alone, substantially impose author harm. The factor more broadly considers whether actions in this category, if repeated by a large number of unrelated infringers, would cause substantial author harm.
That harm, meanwhile, includes harm to “potential” markets. Thus the fourth factor is implicated not merely when the infringing use might reduce sales of the original work in its current form, but more generally when the infringing use might interfere with future exploitation of the work in other forms.\textsuperscript{41} Relevant markets under the fourth fair use factor include markets that the author has not yet entered.\textsuperscript{42} One influential line of cases holds that any market can count as long as it is a “traditional, reasonable, or likely to be developed” market.\textsuperscript{43}

Courts and scholars sometimes worry that this fourth factor is circular.\textsuperscript{44} After all, if fair use is denied in a given case, then the infringer in that case would himself likely pay the author some sum in exchange for the right to continue the infringement. Can that potential payment really count under factor four, the result being that in almost every case factor four would, at least to a small degree, weigh against a finding of fair use?\textsuperscript{45}

The answer is that factor four actually should in every dispute weigh at least slightly against a finding of fair use. This is not to say that fair use should be denied in every case. Instead, my point is that, in almost every case, fair use does reduce author incentives. Other considerations might then swamp that concern; but factor four is designed to highlight the degree to which a finding of fair use would hurt authors, and framed that way there is no reason to exclude from the calculus the losses associated with the very use being litigated.\textsuperscript{46}

On the facts of Google Book Search, the fourth factor weighs strongly against a finding of fair use because there are at least four types of cognizable harm.

First and most obviously, Google imposes a substantial harm on authors when it scans, transmits and stores complete electronic copies of previously non-electronic books. The harm here comes in the form of a security risk. Google’s electronic copies could leak out not only during the initial scanning process but also later in time, when the electronic copies are stored indefinitely in Internet-accessible databases. Google surely has security precautions in place to prevent the electronic versions from leaking out. However, there is no reason to believe that Google’s security precautions are appropriate from a copyright holder’s perspective.\textsuperscript{47} Put differently, copyright holders are harmed here because electronic duplication introduces new and substantial risks, and yet Google’s project allows copyright holders no say over how those risks should be managed or what should happen in the event the risks mature into a substantial security breach.
Google would likely respond by suggesting that courts can evaluate Google’s security precautions and make any fair use finding contingent upon a showing of adequate security. That is in part an attractive middle ground. Factor four analysis, however, cautions against that approach. After all, the question here is whether “unrestricted and widespread conduct of the sort engaged in by the defendant” would impose substantial author harm. In my view, if authors are told that anyone can scan, transmit and store full copies of their books for use in index-like products, and that the only protection is after-the-fact judicial evaluation of the relevant infringer’s security precautions, I suspect that authors will rightly expect that their work will leak out. Courts are just too slow and too far removed from technical details to meaningfully regulate security issues of the sort implicated here.

Second, for at least some of the works being copied, Google’s act of providing snippet access will directly undermine the market for the original works. A technical dictionary, a thesaurus, an anthology of short poems and a book of famous quotations are each valuable in large part because users are at any given time interested in only a specific short snippet excerpt. If Google provides those very excerpts via its online search engine, the value of these books will be sharply reduced.

As I mentioned earlier, Google itself has acknowledged this and made a public commitment not to provide even snippet access to these sorts of works. As with the security issue, however, that solution is unsatisfying both because Google’s judgment might not align with authors’ judgment, and because again the proper analysis here is to consider not merely whether authors would be harmed if forced to trust Google on this matter but more generally whether authors would be harmed if snippet access of this sort were to become a widespread practice, run by possibly trustworthy firms like Google but also by a wide range of actors with varying degrees of honorable motivation.

Third, Google’s project directly undermines author opportunities to pursue projects that are similar to and/or partially competitive with Google Book Search. For instance, both Amazon and the publisher HarperCollins have announced their own services that would include electronic book access and/or book search capabilities. If Google is allowed to compete with those services under the protection of fair use, authors will have a harder time earning profits from and otherwise being successful with these other programs.

Fourth and finally, there is the purely circular harm: if Google’s fair use defense is
rejected, Google will surely take steps to include authors in the design of the book search project and also to include authors in some of the financial gains the service makes possible. As I note above, this circular harm is a controversial consideration, but in my view the circular harm is rightly included in the factor four calculus. Again, the question under factor four is the degree to which a finding of fair use would limit author control and author profit, thereby undermining author incentives. Google’s refusal to include authors in the decision-making process and its decision to deny authors any share of Google’s revenues is therefore plainly relevant. If Google Book Search is even half as successful and socially important as its proponents predict, the royalties at issue in this case alone could significantly increase author incentives to write, disseminate and otherwise invest in their work.

The four statutory factors play a central role in almost any fair use analysis. However, fair use also welcomes consideration of other relevant public policy issues. Here, then, I briefly consider two issues that the parties might raise along these lines.

The popular commentary on Google Book Search emphasizes the fact that Google’s search engine will likely increase demand for books. That argument resonates. By making it easier for people to identify books that might be of interest, a comprehensive search engine should in the aggregate increase book demand. This should be especially true for books that serve a niche market. Those books are hard to find in conventional ways because they are not sufficiently known or advertised, but Google’s content-based search engine should compensate for those limitations, increasing the likelihood that interested readers will find these niche offerings.

That said, the fact that the Google project might in one way benefit copyright holders does not significantly change the overall fair use analysis. After all, this fact tells us only that authors are better off in a world where Google’s project is fair use as compared to a world where no one builds book search engines at all. That, however, is not the relevant comparison. Instead, the fourth factor of the fair use inquiry asks about the degree to which authors are worse off in a world where fair use takes away their ability to license the use or pursue it themselves. Clearly, authors would be better off if they could negotiate their own deal with Google, or pursue their own versions of the search technology, rather than merely receiving whatever sales benefit the project happens to offer them by default.
None of this should be surprising. All sorts of infringing work benefits authors, and yet authors nevertheless routinely keep their right to say no. Movies that are based on books, for example, typically increase demand for the underlying books. Still, there is no question that the people who produce those movies must ask permission from, and negotiate financial details with, the relevant copyright holders. The reasons are the very ones I have considered at length here: author incentives are at stake in the question of whether or not a movie should fall under the copyright holder’s sphere of influence; and, because movies really do create value that can be shared by both the movie producer and the relevant book author, it seems likely that movies will still be made even if fair use is denied.

The popular commentary also has been taken with the argument that Google’s use should be deemed fair because Google allows copyright holders to opt out of the program. Specifically, the relevant copyright holder can notify Google that he does not want a particular book included in the database, and Google has promised to respect that request.

This opt-out offer certainly makes the Google project more attractive than it would otherwise be, but again my suspicion is that this feature will not and should not significantly influence the overall analysis. The reason is the fundamental insight that fair use considers “not only the extent of market harm caused by the particular actions of the alleged infringer, but also whether unrestricted and widespread conduct of the sort engaged in by the defendant would result in a substantially adverse impact on the potential market for the original.” An opt-out works well in a world where Google is the only infringer. Authors could in that case at low cost find out about the Google project and communicate their desire to be left out if need be. This would be efficient, in fact, because the costs to authors in finding Google would likely be much smaller than the costs Google would incur were it required to find each individual copyright holder.

When the analysis shifts to focus on the possibility of countless Google-like opt-out programs, however, the conclusions reverse. In a world with a large and ever-changing list of opt-out programs, authors would be forced to invest substantial sums finding each opt-out program and notifying each about their desire to participate. The problem would be even worse if some of those opt-out programs were designed strategically to make things difficult on authors, for instance imposing high standards of proof before acknowledging that an opt-out really came from the correct copyright holder.
(Infringers have an incentive to do just that, because in an opt-out system infringers benefit if authors find it too expensive to actually engage in the mechanism of opting out.)

Overall, then, the problem with opt-out is that it does not scale. This is one reason why copyright more generally is defined as a permission-based, opt-in system. The opt-in approach gives copyright holders meaningful control over potential infringements. Opt-out, by contrast, is an expensive proposition that would substantially erode the value of copyright rights.40

As I have emphasized repeatedly, fair use analysis is inherently subjective. My own view is that the fair use defense should be and will be rejected in the context of the Google Book Search project. My goal here, however, has been to explain the underpinnings of my position, so that my rationales and understandings can be compared against analysis put forward by others who might to varying degrees disagree with my conclusions.

Two points warrant final emphasis. First, on the side of the copyright holders, the most important point is that Google’s project really does undermine the long-term value of their work. Copyright holders will find it difficult to control and profit from similar projects if Google is allowed to pursue its project without their permission; and there is no reason to cripple authors’ future in that way. After all, even without fair use, Google or some similar firm will be able to build exactly this sort of useful tool. Permission is not a death knell for innovation. It is instead a way to make sure the copyright rights remain meaningful even as technologies and needs change.

Second, on Google’s side, the most important response is that for certain works permission is impractical. The copyrighted work might just be too old, or the contracts that originally allocated the copyright rights might today be lost or impenetrable. Obviously, where permission is not practical, a legal rule requiring permission is unwise. The result would be to functionally bar the downstream use, and to do so in a setting where there likely is no active copyright holder ready to benefit from that extra control. Admittedly, a court might reasonably require that Google take steps to distinguish orphan works from works that are more actively being cared for. But, that issue to one side, fair use is attractive as applied to genuine orphan works.

IV. Concluding Remarks
This article is excerpted from a larger, in-progress treatment of the fair use doctrine. Comments welcome at lichtman@law.ucla.edu.
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